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1. 

This invention relates to a surgical instrument 
and more particularly to an automatic type 
thereof. 
An object of the invention is the provision of 

an improved surgical instrument having a simple, 
positive and inexpensive operating mechanism. 
Another object of the invention is the provision 

of an improved surgical instrument capable of 
being employed as a dental mallet to impart suc 
cessive blows to a reciprocal tool. 
A feature of the invention is to provide in a 

surgical instrument, a hammer having a radial 
cross bore carrying a removable nib and a re 
ciprocal latch spring pressed ín opposite direc 
tions. ` 

An added feature of the invention is to pro 
vide, in a surgical instrument, a cylinderhaving 
oppositely disposed, longitudinally» extending 
guideways and a hammer carrying a nib arranged 
in one guideway to limit movement of the ham 
mer in one direction and the hammer also car 
rying a latch arranged in the other guideway to 
be urged into the hammer to an inoperable posi 
tion at the limit of movement of the hammer in 
an opposite direction. 
The above and numerous other objects and ̀fea 

tures of the invention will become apparent from 
the succeeding description considered together 
with the accompanying drawing wherein: Y 
Figure 1 is a vertical sectional view taken 

through a surgical instrument embodying the 
present invention. v Y 

Figure 2 is an enlarged view somewhat similar 
to the showing of Figure 1 except that herein the 
hammer is illustrated in an elevated position and 
the catch mechanism tripped preparatory to the 
descent of the hammer. 
Figure 3 is an enlarged horizontal sectional View 

taken along the lines 3-3 of Figure «1, looking in 
the direction of the arrows. y A 

Referring now in detail to the drawing, where 
in like reference ycharacters refer to like parts, 
the numeral l is employed to indicate, in a some 
what general manner, a mallet or surgical instru 
ment of an automatic type. While throughout 
this specification the instrument embodying this 
invention may be referred to as a mallet, dental 
mallet or surgical instrument, it Vwill be under 
stood that the instrument is particularly adapt 
able for any type of surgery wherein an imple 
ment of the class herein described may be em 
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ployed advantageously to operate on bone or boney 
structure. . 

_The present invention, being an improvement 
on the invention illustrated, described and 

2 
claimed in my prior Patent No. 2,376,187, granted 
November 13, 1944, comprises a main barrel or 
outer sheathing 2 extending longitudinally of the 
implement for substantially its entire length and 
being formed preferably as a hollow, round cyl 
inder open at both ends to function as a founda 
tion or Casing. Removably secured to one end of 
the barrelis a guide member 3 threadedly associ 
ated with the barrel to form a definite interlock 
therebetween. The guide member has, extending 
axially thereof, an opening 3a through which ex 
tends a shank 4 of a plimger element 5. The 
plunger is arranged to move axially or longitudi 
nally of the implement within certain predeter 
mined limits and accordingly has as an inner 
end thereof a head, anvil or blow or impact re 
ceiving enlargement 6 positioned within the bar 
rel. Interposed between the anvil and guide 
member within the barrel is a resilient element 
characterized by a helical or coil spring 1 acting 
longitudinally of the instrument to maintain the 
plunger in a normal or retracted position as 
clearly illustrated in Figure 1. In order to limit 
the inward movement of the plunger there is pro 
vided a washer or stop means 8 which is thread 
edly associated with the plunger intermediate the 
ends thereof and is arranged to bear against or 
contact an associated end of the guide member 
as illustrated most clearly in Figure 2 of the draw 
ing. '_I‘he stop member may be so manipulated 
longitudinally of the plunger .as to govern the 
effective travel of the plunger. That is to say, by 
arranging the washer so that it is disposed closer 
or farther away Ifrom the anvil the -compressive 
action of the resilient element can be ell’ected to 
thereby shorten or lengthen the effective stroke 
of the plunger. The ultimate limits of travel of 
`the plunger is of course the free and solid heights 
of the resilient element and the washer may be 
so manipulated as to effect a plunger stroke equal 
to any fraction or whole of the range of resilient 
element action. Threadedly associated with the 
outer or free extremity of the plunger is a chuck 
9A which is instrumental in removably securing 
to the plunger a tool of any nature such as a 
chisel, bit, elevator or any such suitable or de 
sirable tool employed in the art of surgery and 
adapted to receive impacts or blows and no tool is 
shown in the drawing. 
Disposed within the barrel intermediate the 

ends thereof is a blow imparting component ̀ or 
hammer _lil also and preferably of cylindrical 
form and arranged to slide, within certain pre 
determined limits, within the sheathing away 
from and toward the plunger anvil. Normally the 
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hammer bears against the anvil from which posi 
tion it can be drawn along the barrel to be poised 
in spaced relation to the plunger so that upon 
release thereof an impact or blow can be im 
parted to the plunger anvil to drive the t-ool car 
ried by the plunger in a direction outwardly of 
the instrument. The extremity of the sheath 
ing removed from the guide means is provided 
with exterior threads with which interiorthreads 
of a cap or closing member II are` interlocked. 
Interposed beween the cap and hammer and in 
intimate contact therewith is a resilient elementl 
or coil or helical spring I2 forming a power means 
acting against the hammer for urgingy the latter 
away from the cap or toward the plunger. The 
threads presenting an interlock between the bar 
rel and cap also present an adjusting means 
whereby the resistive value of the spring I2 can 
be deñnitely established. That is to say, as the 
cap is run out on the sheathing away from the 
normal position of the hammer the compressive 
value of the resilient element for a given stroke 
will beflessened to result in a lighter blow being 
imparted to the anvil and conversely the closer 
the capis to the _anvil the greater the degree 
of forces will be built up in the resilient element 
I`2~ to intensify the hammer blows. A thumb 
rest or piece or- saddle I2a is mounted upon the 
cap by any means and for the purpose of present 
ing _a suitable bearing area against which a thumb 
of an „operator may bear. > 
Extremely simplified means has been incor 

porated in the malletl for moving the hammer 
away from its normal position or away from the 
anvil against the action of the _resilient element 
I2.“ Such simplified means is characterized by 
thehammer being provided with a cross bore or 
transverse preferably_cylindricalpbore or open 
ing I3 vpositioned. at a predetermined location 
intermediatey the ends of the hammer, The cross 
bore hasone end I4 thereof restricted to present 
a confining ycircular shoulder I5 and within the 
'bore of the restricted extremity isla stop or limit 
meansliì having a base I'I thereofpositioned 
within the confines of the bore. Outstanding 
from Athestop means base outwardly of the cross 
bore ~beyondthe circular shoulder isk a pin, nib 
orneck I8 formed as a part of the base and de 
sirably extending ybeyond the limits of the ham 
mer. 
guideway or slot I9 extending longitudinallyof 
the barrel and of a width to accommodate the 
stop neck which extends into this guideway. As 
will 4be noted 'by referring, particularly to Figure 
1 ofthe drawing, the limit means neck is ar 
ranged to engage an extremity of the accommo 
datingguideway while the hammer is in a normal 
position and for this reason the permissible travel 
ofthe hammer ina direction toward the anvil 
is definitely established and also because of the 
guideway-nib relationship the hammer is pre 
vented from rotating about its axis within vor 
relative to the barrel. 
Poised or disposed at the unrestricted or op 

posite end of the cross bore is a latch means or 
reciprocal catch means 20 having a cylindrical 
body portion 2| arranged to ?it neatly within the 
cross bore. The outer or free end of the catch 
means is wedge shaped as at 2I and this wedge 
shaped extremity is desirably of lesser width than 
the diameter of the body portion for purposes of 
which will also be made apparent hereinafter. 
Disposed in radial alignment with the stop guid 
wayor slot is a latch guideway or slot 22 formed 
in the sheathingand ofva Width to neatly permit n 
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4 
a free movement of the latch wedge shaped end 
longitudinally thereof. This latch-slot relation 
ship also prevents an axial movement of the 
hammer relative to the sheathing. The latch 
guideway is positioned at a different location 
longitudinally of the sheathing than the location 
of the stop guideway and in this regard it is 
deemed necessary only to state at this stage of 
the `description ofthe invention that when the 
stop nib is in engagementwith an’extremity of 
its accommodating guideway the latch is spaced 
a predetermined distance from a related end of 
its accommodating guideway. Urging the stop 
and latch in opposite directions is a compressi 
ble means characterized by a small or light coil 
spring 23 which maintains the stop in its illus 
trated and operable position and functions as a 
yieldablexpower means for the latch to permit 
the latter to be moved rearwardly or inwardly of 
the cross bore and urge the latch outwardly of the 
cross bore as the occasion arises during the serv 
ice movements-of the hammer, 
A movable-or elevating means has been incor 

porated ̀ in the instrument toI carry the hammer 
away from the anvil of the plunger and such a__ 
meansis characterized by a sleeve 24' which ex 
tends around the sheathing Yor barrel. andis ar 
ranged to move axially of the instrument.l The 
sleeve is -provided with a finger grip or rest 25l 
which affords ample‘bearingl area for therñngers 
of an operator so Ythat during the operation of' 
the mallet theysleeve >can be pumped back and 
forth along the sheathing or barrel. Preferably 
at a location close to the finger rest, the sleeve is> 
provided with an inwardly directed abutment 26 i 
which has a stem portionl'l arranged to move 
in or alongthecatch guideway._ Normally or as _ 
illustrated most clearly in Figure l of the drawingVV 
the abutment stem is positioned forwardly of the" 
latch,l `that is to say, between the latch> and the, 
plunger extremity ofthe instrumentso that upon 
movement of _the ysleeve toward 4the thumb rest _ 
extremity ofthe instrument vthe abutment vwill> 
engage the‘latch and through this relationship ,_ 
the hammer will be carried away from, the 
plunger` anvil.k This movement, of the ,hammer 
may> Vcontinue _ _in a udirection toward 4*the* thumb 
restuntil the inclined ordiagonal face 28 comes 
into contactwith'the sheathing deñning anY end 
of the latch guideway. A continued movement 
of the hammer in this same direction will cause` 
the latch'to move into the cross bore oil’iofl the 
supporting ledge afforded bythe abutment stem 
at which time the energy stored up Iinthe spring A 
I2 will dispatch the hammertoward theplunger 
to result in the anvil receiving a blow and thus 
cause the tool to be urged outwardly lor awayA 
from the instrument for ythe tool’s'permissible or 
predetermined stroke. When the sleeve has been 
returned to its normal position the aboutment 
willv strike and movev along the latch inclined 
surface »orA face 28 until it'moves beyond the, 
area of Athel latch to be once more poised below y 
orto vone sided of the latchvpreparatory to once 
more engagingthe latch for elevating the ham 
mer.. 

A_springrlâ _extends about the sheathing' and 
has one end 30( thereof> in 'engagement with’the 
sleeve and another end 3I in bearing relation with` 
a shroud 32, the latter 'of which is threadedly 
interlo'ckedwith the sheathing. vThe shroud >32  
ha’sua skirt 33 .which extends about the spring 29" I 
in spaced relation thereto and forms what might Í 
be considered a protective wall for the'encase'd 
spring 129.3_7 After the hammer has been raised 
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away from the anvil and the latch mechanism 
has =been tripped to cause the descent of the 
hammer, a release of the pressure on the ringer 
grip will permit the spring 29 to urge the sleeve 
back to normal position preparatory to the exe 
cution of another cycle in the operation of the in 
strument. 
From the above it will be noted that various 

alterations may be made to the illustrated and 
described construction without departing from 
the spirit and scope of the appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. In a surgical instrument of the type having a 

spring urged hammer arranged to reciprocate in 
a cylinder and be moved against an action of the 
spring by movement of a sleeve, the combination 
of, a plurality of guideways in said cylinder, a 
single cross bore in said hammer, a removable nib 
extending out of one end of said cross bore and 
into one of said guideways, a latch extending out 
of another end of said cross bore and into another 
of said guideways, spring means within said cross 
bore between said nib and latch urging said nib 
and latch apart, and means carried by said sleeve 
adapted to underlie and engage said latch for 
moving said hammer against the action of said 
spring. 

2. In a surgical instrument of the type having a 
spring urged hammer arranged to reciprocate in a 
cylinder and be moved against an action of the 
spring .by movement of a sleeve, the combination 
of, a plurality of oppositely disposed guideways of 
diiîerent extent in said cylinder, a single cross bore 
in said hammer, a limit stop extending out of one 
end of said cross bore and into one of said guide 
ways, a latch extending out of another end of 
said cross bore and into another of said guide 
ways, resilient means in said cross bore between 
said latch and stop urging said limit stop and 
latch apart, and means carried by said sleeve and 
extending into one of said guideways, said means 
being adapted to underlie said latch for urging 
said hammer against the action of said spring. 

3. In a surgical instrument of the ‘type having 
a spring urged hammer arranged to reciprocate 
in a cylinder and be moved against an action of 
the spring by movement of a sleeve, the com 
bination of, a pair of diametrically disposed 
guideways of different extent in said cylinder, a 
single cross bore in said hammer, stop means 
extending out of one end of said cross bore and 
into one of said guideways, said stop means being 
arranged to move in one of said guideways and 
engage an end thereof for limiting movement of 
said hammer in one direction, a reciprocal latch 
extending out of another end of said cross bore 
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and into another of said guideways, resilient 
means in said cross bore between said latch and 
stop means urging said stop means and latch in 
opposite directions into said guideways, and re 
movable means carried by said sleeve and adapted 
to underlie said latch for urging said hammer 
against the action of said spring. 

4. In a surgical instrument of the type having 
a spring urged hammer arranged to reciprocate 
in a cylinder and be moved against an action of 
the spring by movement of a sleeve, the combina 
tion of, a plurality of guideways in said cylinder, 
a single cross bore in said hammer having one end 
thereof restricted, a removable nib extending out 
of said restricted end of said cross bore into one 
of said guideways, a latch extending out of an 
other end of said cross bore and into the other 
of said guideways, resilient means within said 
cross bore urging said nib and latch in opposite 
directions, and removable means carried by said 
sleeve adapted to underlie said latch for moving 
said hammer against the action of said spring. 

5. In a surgical instrument of the type having 
a spring urged hammer arranged to reciprocate 
in a cylinder and be moved against an action of 
the spring by movement of a sleeve, the combina 
tion of, a plurality of guideways in said cylinder 
substantially oppositely disposed and arranged at 
different positions longitudinally of said cylinder, 
a single cross bore extending radially of and en 
tirely through said ham-mer, one opening into said 
cross bore being smaller than the opposite open 
ing thereinto, a nib extending out of said smaller 
opening and arranged to move in one of said 
guideways, said nib being arranged to contact an 
end of its related guideway for limiting movement 
of said hammer in one direction, a, latch extend 
ing out of the larger of said openings and ar 
ranged to travel in another of said guideways, 
said latch being arranged to contact an end of 
its related guideway and be urged thereby into 
said cross bore, resilient means within said cross 
bore urging said latch and nib in opposite direc 
tions, and means carried by said sleeve and ar 
ranged to contact said latch for moving said 
hammer against the action of said spring. 
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